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“Wings Over Europe”
August 4 - December 30, 1932
Raymond and Miriam Wilson
Wedding photos of Raymond & Miriam, Stanwood (Iowa), August 4, 1932
Wedding photos of Raymond & Miriam, Stanwood (Iowa), August 4, 1932: Rev. Hemphill & Uncle Walter tie the knot; etc.
Wedding photos of Raymond & Miriam, Stanwood (Iowa), August 4, 1932: Father gives the bride away; ceremony’s over; that far away look; the porch decorated with vines & gladiolus
Wedding photos of Raymond & Miriam, Stanwood (Iowa), August 4, 1932: It’s almost time for the ceremony to begin; with Arthur & Martha, Jim & Betty, Martha & Ralph, Bill & Lois Jane
Wedding photos of Raymond & Miriam, Stanwood (Iowa), August 4, 1932: with Mother Wilson, Mother & Father Davidson, Carol, Roderick
Leaving Pittsburgh for New York & Europe
Sailing on the Bremen, August 14

We sail on the Bremen Aug. 14
1932
Switzerland: League of Nations Assembly, September 1932
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel, Geneva, December
Switzerland: The [Quaker Student] Hostel in September; Miriam & Jecs; Miriam & Raymond
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel -- Yamasaki, Eileen Riley, Theresa Sturge, Madeline Jequier, Kojima, Jan Kroslak, Lyle Schmitter; Lois & Miriam; Theresa Sturge (England), Jan Kroslak (Czechoslovakia), Lewis Curtis (U.S.A.), Madeline Jequier (Switzerland), Thomas Buckley (U.S.A.), Catherine Curtis (U.S.A.), Jamasaki (Japan), Miriam Wilson (U.S.A.), Kojima (Japan)
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel -- Elizabeth Ridpath in Normandy costume; Madelaine Jacquier; Theresa & Miriam; Miriam & Raymond
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel – The Swiss Family Davidson; Eileen; Yama; Curtis does some heavy studying
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel -- Tea! No, it’s coffee; Ross Wilson & Jan Kroslak; countries represented here: Cheko-slovakia, France, Austria, Switzerland, Ukraine, Japan, Canada, U.S.A., Ireland
Switzerland: Quaker Student Hostel – Raymond; Miriam; Kroslak & Miriam; Catherine Curtis
Switzerland: ‘Pete’ & Max Habicht; riot police (?) lined up on street; C.F. Andrews (Quaker Student Hostel); riot in Geneva in November
Switzerland: Ready to leave; across seven countries by auto; Mellingen in German Switzerland
Switzerland: Gstaad; tomb of the unknown soldier, Brussels (Belgium)
Austria: tree lined road near Bludenz; the Aarlberg Pass, western Austria; Valley of the Inn / Austrian Tyrol, approaching Innsbruck; approaching the snow line / hay drying in field;
Czechoslovakia: Checko-slovakia – buildings, church, gates, town square
Czechoslovakia: Checko-Slovakia – castle at Prague; the Grandmother of the Russian Revolution, with bust of Kerkensky on her table; print of old woman
Germany: house & barn in northwestern Germany; farmstead with windmill in western Germany; street in town; countryside in Saxon Switzerland, south of Dresden
Germany: war memorial in churchyard; cathedral at Gronau; tower in Lindau; war memorial
Germany: Polling place for German elections, Berlin, November 6, 1932 (1. Nazis or Hitlerites, 2. Social Democrats, 3. Communist); buildings with walled garden?; wreck at railway intersection between Dresden & Berlin
Germany: German Yearly Meeting, Bad Pyrmont, August 24-28, 1932 – Carl Heath (London); Bertram Pickard; Joan Fry (London); Iwao Ayusawa & Henry J. Cadbury; Richard Cary & the Wilsons
Germany: German Yearly Meeting, Bad Pyrmont, August 24-28, 1932 – Young Friends meet in the woods; Young Friends; Mary Luise Moll (Vienna); Mahlon Harvey & Helen Somers; Pension Fridtjof; Mr. & Mrs. Lehman, Mrs. Bergh & her sister
Germany: German Yearly Meeting, Bad Pyrmont, August 24-28, 1932 – rebuilding the Meeting House (built first in 1800); the Richtfeier; Joan Fry & Hans Albrecht
Germany: German Yearly Meeting, Bad Pyrmont, August 24-28, 1932 – rebuilding the Meeting House; how the beams were joined; French delegation; Bomberg-Allee;
Germany: German Yearly Meeting, Bad Pyrmont, August 24-28, 1932 – group photo
Germany: Bad Pyrmont Meeting House (built in 1800); three graves of early Friends
Germany: Bad Pyrmont – palm garden; Dunst Hole
Germany: Bad Pyrmont – old castle; concert garden
Germany: Bad Pyrmont – view of Bomberg-Allee from hilltop; palm garden
Holland: farmstead; ‘Little Ferdinand’ & Miriam next to sign ‘Building Ground for Sale’; beech-lined road; flooding next to house
Holland: International Conference of Friends, Amsterdam, November 12-15, 1932; the Peace Palace, The Hague
Holland: Amsterdam – house built in 1607; boat on canal; corner house in the old part of town
Holland: Amsterdam – square next to church; main shopping street; building built in 15th century; street organ
France: Verdun – “Beneath the Crosses Row on Row”; French graves – Duoamont; German graves
France: Verdun – American graves; monuement aux Enfants de Verdun morts pour la France
France: American cemetery at Romagne; tomb of the unknown soldier, Brussels (Belgium)
France: housetops with hills in background; poplar lined road; house built by Quakers, Neuvilly-on-the-Meuse; farmstead near Montfaucon
France: American cemetery, Romagne; 14,500 marble crosses;